than Ferdinald helped me—because I would gladly have given the price
of his subscription to have built it for him. But at that time I was far away,
the going still uncertain, and Dr. Ferdinand was in a hurry and . . . well
. . . you will probably have your own idea as to why he didn't want to take
the trouble to go through the building operation with me. The circum-
stances I admit were not propitious. But do you know what? I believe
Ferdinand didn't try to overcome the obstacles so that I might pay back
to him at least that much because he is so essentially modest and retiring.
He wanted a commonplace house. If I had built his house he might have
been rooted out at all hours of the day by tourists and young students of
architecture 5 he would have been exemplar, a showpiece. And having no
mind to charge fifty cents for the privilege of viewing his abode, he chose
the obscurity that went with Woltersdorf.
I am therefore jealous of Woltersdorf—and obscurity.
Obscurity is so much easier to live up to.
Had I followed in my own youthful, shy bent, I might have been
allowed to build a house for my best friend.
They say the woman always pays. . . . Nonsense!
It is the fool who has allowed himself to be famous who pays—and pays.
THE MERRY WIVES OF TALIESIN
While I was alone at Taliesin after coming back from Japan, I had three
wives, Sylva, Dione, and Nobu, looking in on me and keeping my spirits
up. But they were not mine. They were the wives respectively of Werner
(Moser), Richard (Neutra), and Kameki (Tsuchiura)—apprentices from
Zurich, Vienna, and Tokio. But I can't imagine what I would have done
without them at the time. On the rocks mentally, morally, emotionally.
We had music in the Living Room of Taliesin II evenings as we do now
in the Living Room of Taliesin III. We occasionally drove about in the
countryside. Werner (Werner played the violin) and Sylva had a fine
little boy, Lorenz. I liked to hold Lorenz sometimes. I loved to have him
around. He was a beautiful boy. Richard and Dione had a small son, too
(named for me before leaving Vienna) 5 Kameki and Nobu were only just
married. Together with Major Will (Smith) they were all my immediate
family. A happy one because they were all good to what was left of me at
that bad time. The boys kept my mind on my work; the girls kept kind
attentions and flowers all through the house. While they did make me
feel less lonely, they only made me feel all the more need of "the woman
in my life* in these several pre-Olgivanna years. That Sylva-Werner baby
especially made me long for a little soft one of my own at Taliesin, After
all, what was Taliesin without young children? I guess the happiness of
these young couples pushed me gently over the precipice of divorce and
marriage to really live again.
The young women were three entirely differing individualities. Their
young husbands were talented fellows, but not to be compared to their
wives, Sylva was a true-hearted beauty $ Dione was a genius, good to look
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